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Abstract— This paper proposes few ways of improving a
WSN’s energy efficiency that already uses an energy efficient
data routing protocol for continuous monitoring application. The
proposed improvements are (i) data negotiation, (ii) development
of data change expectancy, and (iii) data vanishing. In data
negotiation, an active sensor sends its sensed data only when the
data changes. In expectancy development, a sensor develops the
expectancy of when its sensed data might change. It then adjusts
its sensing frequency accordingly to avoid unnecessary sensing.
In data vanishing, duplicate sensed data from multiple sensors
are discarded while routed to the BS. Together, the proposed
improvements can be viewed as an emulated cache where latest
sensed data are always known without requiring the sensors to
sense and report continuously. Our simulation results also show
significant WSN lifetime increase from this emulated caching.

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

A common application of wireless sensor network (WSN)
is continuous monitoring. In continuous monitoring, a WSN
is deployed to monitor and report about a region periodically.
The Base Station (BS), which receives all reports, defines the
precise activity of the WSN. Specifically, it defines sensors’
sensing frequency and data routing protocol.

For simplicity, we assume that the lifetime of the WSN is
divided into equal rounds. A round informally refers to a list
of sequential activities happening within the WSN repeatedly.
These activities are (i) listening, (ii) data routing, (iii) sensing,
and (iv) sleeping [1] (figure 1). Before we describe these
activities, we need to introduce another type of network node
called proter. Proters are formally defined in [1]. For this
paper, a proter is simply a network node with data routing
ability. Unlike sensors, a proter cannot sense.

Fig. 1. A round divided into major activities.

A round starts with listening. In listening, all nodes, both

sensors and proters, turn on their radios and wait for a fixed
amount of time to receive any message from the BS. Then
they start data routing. During data routing, all active sensors’
previous round’s sensed data are routed to the BS. After data
routing, all nodes turn off their radios and the proters enter
their low power state. The sensors on the other hand start
sensing. Once sensing is done, sensors also enter their low
power state. All nodes stay in their low power state until the
next round begins.

The controllable activities within a round that are the pri-
mary reason for sensors’ energy consumption are data routing
and sensing. Since the ultimate goal of an energy efficient
WSN is to minimize the sensors’ energy consumption, these
activities should be controlled appropriately. For example,
energy efficient data routing can be done by an energy efficient
data routing protocol, such as [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8],
[9], and [1]. Some of these protocols minimize sensors’ total
energy consumption at each round. Others first equalize and
then minimize sensors’ energy consumption. Some others even
try the opposite. Of course, both minimizing and equalizing
cannot be done optimally at the same time. However, as [1]
shows, very good approximations of the optimal versions can
be done simultaneously.

Even with a highly energy efficient data routing protocol, a
WSN that is designed for continuous monitoring application
can achieve more energy efficiency by other means. This paper
demonstrates some of these means. Examples include data
negotiation between the BS and the sensors, data vanishing
etc. (see section II for details). Experimental evaluations of
the proposed improvements are also documented in section
III. The combined improvements over an energy efficient data
routing protocol can be viewed as an emulated cache where
the BS is always informed without requiring all sensors to
sense and communicate at every round.

II. IMPROVING A WSN’S ENERGY EFFICIENCY THAT

ALREADY USES AN ENERGY EFFICIENT DATA ROUTING

PROTOCOL FOR CONTINUOUS MONITORING APPLICATION

A. Energy Efficiency Defined

Energy efficiency of a WSN is defined in terms of its sen-
sors’ energy efficiency since sensors are locally powered with
limited power source, and their lifetime defines the WSN’s
lifetime. However, defining a WSN’s energy efficiency directly
in terms of its sensors’ energy efficiency may not be obvious.



Thus, we choose to define a WSN’s energy efficiency in terms
of the factors that influences sensors’ energy efficiency.

A major factor that influences sensors’ energy efficiency is
called an Energy efficiency Influencer (EI). An EI’s achieve-
ment toward increasing sensors’ energy efficiency is called the
EI’s Energy Efficiency (EE). A function called EEof() returns
the EE given an EI. For ease of computation, in general an
EI can only return a floating point value between 0 and 1
inclusive. The WSN’s Overall Energy Efficiency (OEE) is
defined to be the sum of all EIs’ EEs.

Axiom 1: The OEE score of a WSN is
∑m

i=1 EEof(EIi)
out of m.

The suitable selection of EIs and the definition of EEof()
function is application specific. For continuous monitoring,
these can be defined as follows.

1) When EI = ‘data routing protocol’, EEof() returns the
fraction of total rounds where the total energy consump-
tion of all active sensors’ (only due to data routing) was
minimized.

2) When EI = ‘node distribution’, EEof() returns the frac-
tion of all sensors that are initially deployed with some
node within their respective Maximum Transmission
Range (MTR)1.

3) When EI = ‘data routing protocol and node distribution’,
EEof() returns the fraction of all sensors that are com-
pletely inactivated because of not having another active
node within their respective MTR.

4) When EI = ’all factors’, EEof() returns the ratio of
WSN’s lifetimes with the current setting and a Pure and
Optimal Setting (POS). A POS is pure because it does
not use any other means to achieve energy efficiency,
other than the ones mentioned in the previous EIs. A
POS is optimal because, for a POS, EEof() returns 1 for
each previous EI.

Theorem 1: The OEE score of a POS is 4 out of 4.
Proof: For a POS, the EEof() function returns 1 whenever

EI = ‘data routing protocol’, ‘node distribution’, or ’data
routing protocol and node distribution’. However, if that is the
case, then EEof() also returns 1 for EI = ‘all factors’. This,
according to axiom 1, means that the OEE score of a POS is
4 out of 4.

B. Getting more than a POS’s OEE score

It might seem strange to ask for more OEE score than
a POS, since a POS already scores 4 out of 4. However,
if looked carefully, scoring more than 1 is not impossible
because the EEof() function can return more than 4 when EI =
’all factors’. Put differently, scoring more than a POS’s OEE
score is possible only if more WSN lifetime can be achieved
than a POS. Indeed, this must be done by some means other
than data routing protocol and node distribution. Next, we will
demonstrate few such means.

1The MTR is the maximum distance until which a sensor can transmit data
with receipt probability 1.

1) Data Negotiation between the BS and the Sensors
(DNBS): As mentioned, a WSN setting that gives more than a
POS’s OEE score must give 1 EE for each EI = ‘data routing
protocol’, ‘node distribution’, and ’data routing protocol and
node distribution’, and more than 1 EE for EI = ‘all factors’.
In other words, the WSN setting will be optimal but not pure
(an OS but not POS).

Recall that in continuous monitoring all active sensors
send their sensed data to the BS at every round. In such
application, an OS can be introduced by establishing Data
Negotiation between the BS and the Sensors (DNBS). A
DNBS is established by allowing the sensors to send data only
when it changes, and by enforcing the BS to store the latest
data from all sensors. In this way, the BS will have the sensed
data from all active sensors at every round without requiring
them to send their data at every round.

Problem 1: An OS scores 1 EE for EI = ‘data routing
protocol’, which ensures minimization of sensors’ total energy
consumption at every round. However, ensuring such network-
wide property requires the construction of all data routing trees
at the BS before the first round (using the initial energy and
location information of all nodes). If the data routing trees are
preset, how could a sensor decide at run time whether to send
a data packet based on sensed data change?

Solution: Each constructed data routing tree is capable of
routing at most 1 data packet from each active sensor in the
corresponding round. Therefore, the data routing trees can
route 0 or 1 data packet from each active sensor at each
round. This indicates that sensors’ dynamic decision making
of whether to send a packet does not disrupt the preset data
routing trees. However, this way a sensor may consume less
energy than as expected during tree construction. Hence, the
BS must reconstruct new data routing trees for all active
sensors (if any) after the expected lifetime. To support this
process, each sensor should send its energy information at the
last round when it is expected to be active.

Problem 2: If a sensor does not send its sensed data to the
BS, it is not clear whether the sensor is inactive or it does not
have a new sensed data.

Solution: If a sensor fails to send its data due to inactivity,
it will be only after the round the BS expects the sensor to
be inactive, since sensors’ energy consumption is less than
or equal to the expected energy consumption. Therefore, this
problem can be solved by simply invalidating cached data
corresponding to any sensor as soon as it is expected to be
inactive.

Figure 2 shows an application of DNBS that maintains the
preset data routing trees.

C. Developing Expectancy of Data Change

In DNBS, though a sensor sends its sensed data to the BS
only when the data changes, the sensor senses in every round
until the round it is expected to be inactive. If a sensor can
estimate when its sensed data is going to change before even
sensing, it could avoid unnecessary sensing.



Fig. 2. An application of DNBS that maintains the preset data routing trees.

Axiom 2: A sensing is unnecessary if the sensed data is not
sent to the BS.

Before we discuss how to develop the expectancy of sensed
data change, three terms must be well defined: (i) data change,
(ii) pattern finder, and (iii) sensing frequency modifier.

Definition 1: The definition of data change is application
specific. For example, in applications such as temperature
monitoring where temperatures are grouped into multiple
ranges (e.g. normal temperature, high temperature, low tem-
perature, etc.), two different temperatures may not be consid-
ered two different sensed data.

Definition 2: A pattern Finder (pFinder) finds a pattern’s
existence in a sensor’s sensed data. The patterns, that a pFinder
is expected to find, must be predefined.

Definition 3: A sensing Frequency Modifier (sFreqMod)
modifies a sensor’s sensing frequency given a pattern’s ex-
istence in that sensor’s sensed data.

An application of these three terms to developing sensors’
expectancy of sensed data change can be described as follows.
Assume that all sensors use the same definition of data change
and have the same pFinder and sFreqMod. The pFinder detects
two patterns in a sensor’s sensed data: ‘dynamic data’ and ’sta-
ble data’. If ’dynamic data’ is detected, sFreqMod increments
the corresponding sensor’s current sensing frequency by 1,
whereas if ‘stable data’ is detected, sFreqMod decrements the
sensor’s current sensing frequency by 1. The sFreqMod does
not decrement a sensor’s sensing frequency when its sensing
frequency is 1. Finally, ’dynamic data’ and ’stable data’ are
defined to be n consecutive sensed data change, where n is an
integer greater than 1. This scheme will essentially develop a
sensor’s expectancy of when its sensed data might change and
adjust its sensing frequency accordingly.



D. Data Vanishing

The preset data routing tree of a round routes multiple
sensors’ sensed data through the same node whenever such
data routing minimizes sensors’ total energy consumption in
that round. If two or more sensors’ data are routed through
the same node, even though those two or more sensors will
not know about each others’ sensed data, the node that route
their data will know them all. Since that node knows all those
sensors’ sensed data, it can find any duplicates if present. If
a duplicate is found, only a single copy of the sensed data
(with all sensors’ ID who sent that same data) need to be
transmitted. This way data can be vanished within the network
while routed. The result is reduction of energy consumption
in the nodes that are part of the vanished packets’ remaining
routing path.

III. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

To evaluate the performance of our OS with DNBS, data
change expectancy, and data vanishing integrated, we simu-
lated both a POS [1] and our OS (data change expectancy
was integrated with n = 2 according to the scheme described
at the end of section II-C). The used POS was however not a
perfect POS. In fact, to our best knowledge, there is no WSN
setting that fully satisfies the requirements of being a perfect
POS. The used POS simply shows sufficient performance to
consider it (at least approximately) a POS.

The simulation setup is documented in table I. The sim-
ulation was conducted in two scenarios where 20 and 200
sensors were deployed uniformly at random, respectively. Few
variable energy proters were also deployed according to [1].
The simulation results of the two scenarios are shown in figure
3 and 4, respectively. As the figures show, in both scenarios
OS gives more WSN lifetime than POS. Their OEE scores are
shown in table II. As expected from the lifetime increase, OS
also gives more OEE than POS in both scenarios.

In our experiments, the energy efficiency gain from data
vanishing was unfortunately minimal. Sensors’ independent
random sensed data generation could be blamed for that. Since
sensors’ sensed data had no correlation with their geographical
location, two nearby sensors, whose packets are likely to
converge at some other node, might have had different sensed
data in most rounds. As a result, data vanishing’s benefit
was diminished. We expect that, in real application or in a
more accurate simulation model, sensed data will have high
correlation with the sensors’ geographical location and our
proposed OS will perform even better.

Finally, notice that the OS does not pose any new hardware
requirements over the POS, except that the BS has to store the
most recent sent data from all sensors. This proposed OS can
be viewed as an emulated cache where the BS always knows
the latest sensed data of all active sensors without requiring
them to sense and communicate at every round.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes few ways of improving a WSN’s energy
efficiency that already uses an energy efficient data routing
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Fig. 3. Scenario 1: % Active sensors plotted against round no. Refer to [1]
for an explanation of why the % active sensors decreases at round no.≈ 1800
and then goes up to 100% again.
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Fig. 4. Scenario 2: % Active sensors plotted against round no.

protocol for continuous monitoring application. The proposed
improvements are (i) data negotiation between the BS and
sensors (DNBS), (ii) development of data change expectancy,
and (iii) data vanishing. In DNBS, an active sensor sends
its sensed data only when the data changes. In expectancy
development, a sensor develops the expectancy of when its
sensed data might change. It then adjusts its sensing frequency
accordingly to avoid unnecessary sensing. In data vanishing,
duplicate sensed data from multiple sensors are discarded
while routed to the BS. Our simulation results showed signif-
icant WSN lifetime increase because of these improvements.
Moreover, the energy saving from data vanishing was actually
minimal. We assume the reason as the lack of correlation
between sensors’ sensed data and their geographical location.
In future, we would like to further experiment our proposed
improvements with a simulation model that more accurately
models the correlation between sensed data and sensors’
locations for specific application.
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